Leaving your pet in an
unattended vehicle is a socially
unacceptable act of negligence.

THIS IS NOT A VALID EXCUSE:
“But officer,
the animal was not marked as a
pet at the time I left him in my
private unattended vehicle.”

Leaving your child in an
unattended vehicle is a socially
unacceptable act of negligence.

THIS IS NOT A VALID EXCUSE:
“But officer, my predecessors
(Colin and Condi) left their secret
babies in their unprotected
accounts a few times while they
were responsible for their safety.
If you blame me, then you will
have to blame them too.”

Storing information that is
Confidential, Secret, Top Secret
or Special Access Program (SAP)
in an unauthorized location
IS A LEGALLY PUNISHABLE
ACT OF CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE.

Below is just one of the many laws
concerning the proper handling of
government information...
18 U.S. Code § 1924(a)
Unauthorized removal and retention
of classified documents or material.
Whoever, being an officer,
employee, contractor, or consultant
of the United States, and, by virtue
of his office, employment, position,
or contract, becomes possessed of
documents or materials containing
classified information of the United
States, knowingly removes such
documents or materials without
authority and with the intent to
retain such documents or materials
at an unauthorized location shall be
fined under this title or imprisoned
for not more than one year, or both.

Whether you believe it or not,
to merely possess documents
containing classified information
at an unauthorized location is an
act of criminal negligence.
It certainly appears that the FBI
has found A LOT of classified
information on Hillary Clinton's
unauthorized private server.
It also appears that Hillary
Clinton was negligent in her duty
to protect state secrets.

An indictment is simply a formal
accusation based on evidence.
If you believe that there is enough
evidence to justify a formal
indictment of Hillary Clinton then
click on the link below to sign a
petition on the White House
website.
This petition has no force of law.
It will simply let President Obama
know that you feel that Hillary
Clinton should be formally
accused of breaking the law.

http://wh.gov/ifgu2
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